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From: Onefootgrv@aol.com
Date: Wed, 4 Oct 1995 21:16:20 -0400
Subject: Descendents- PEP TALK

from Onefootgrv@aol.com
(p.s. --i hate AOL)

I dont have the REAL version to this so i am transcribing the version on the
Coolidge Records release "homage"

Pep Talk
Written by the DESCENDENTS
performed by the Parasites

B   D#     G#
B   D#     F#

[tab]B  D#       G#
its not the end of the world[/tab]
[tab]B    D#           F#
     since your baby left you[/tab]
[tab]B      D# G#
             its gonna be ok[/tab]
[tab]B              D#                   F#
  you dont need her anyway[/tab]

[tab]B                                                     G#
youre looking around for someone to love[/tab]
[tab]                  E
so you dont have to face the world alone[/tab]
[tab]B                                    G#
(I CANT FIGURE THIS LINE OUT)[/tab]
[tab]E
better off on your own[/tab]
[tab]B
cause you could be dead right now[/tab]
[tab]G#                         E
you could be the stupidest thing in the world[/tab]
[tab]B
but your not look at what youve got[/tab]
[tab]G#                 E



stop thinking about that girl[/tab]

{still kinda working on this part}
[tab]D#
you deserve the best[/tab]
[tab]D#
but its up to you to get it[/tab]
[tab]C#
dont settle for less[/tab]
[tab]C#
youre only gonna regret it[/tab]
{see above}
Its not the end of the world
since your baby left you
its gonna be ok
you dont need her anyway
{see above}
what you do
moping around
might as well be 6 feet underground
watching the game go by
waitng for the final score
????????????????
so you ?????????
???????  talking to you
its afraid shes gonna tell you what you cant do

you deserve the best
but its up to you to get it
dont settle for less
youre the best and dont you forget it

solo   B    G#   E

[tab]B
i know what youre thinkning[/tab]
[tab]G#
youll never find another[/tab]
[tab]E
and even if you did[/tab]
[tab]C#
well you couldnt love her[/tab]
[tab]B
but out there somewhere[/tab]
[tab]G#
theres a perfect place for[/tab]
[tab]E                     G#
but you need to make you believe in you[/tab]

[tab]B   D#      G#
its not the end of the world[/tab]
[tab]B D#       F#
since your baby left you[/tab]



its gonna be ok
you can find something better anyway

[tab]D#
cause if you try[/tab]
[tab]D#
you will find[/tab]
[tab]C#         C#  E D#     C#
what your heart desires[/tab]
cause if you try
you will find
what your heart desires
[tab]D#
cause if you try[/tab]
[tab]D#
you will find[/tab]
[tab]D#            B
you will find[/tab]


